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In this paper, we present an overview of some of our research on the Levi-Civita fields R

and C. R (resp. C) is the smallest non-Archimedean field extension of the real (resp. com-
plex) numbers that is Cauchy-complete and real closed (resp. algebraically closed); in fact,
R is small enough to allow for the calculus on the field to be implemented on a computer
and used in applications such as the fast and accurate computation of the derivatives of
real functions as ‘‘differential quotients’’ up to very high orders. We summarize the conver-
gence and analytical properties of power series, showing that they have the same smooth-
ness behavior as real and complex power series; we present a Lebesgue-like measure and
integration theory on the Levi-Civita field R; we discuss solutions to one-dimensional and
multi-dimensional optimization problems based on continuity and differentiability con-
cepts that are stronger than the topological ones; and we give a brief summary of the
results of our ongoing work on developing a non-Archimedean operator theory on a Banach
space over C.

� 2014 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

An overview of recent research on the Levi-Civita fields R and C will be presented. We recall that the elements of R and its
complex counterpart C are functions from Q to R and C, respectively, with left-finite support (denoted by supp). That is,
below every rational number q, there are only finitely many points where the given function does not vanish. For the further
discussion, it is convenient to introduce the following terminology.

Definition 1.1 (k;�;�). For x – 0 in R or C, we let kðxÞ ¼minðsuppðxÞÞ, which exists because of the left-finiteness of
supp(x); and we let kð0Þ ¼ þ1. Moreover, we denote the value of x at q 2 Q with brackets like x½q�.

Given x; y – 0 in R or C, we say x � y if kðxÞ ¼ kðyÞ; and we say x � y if kðxÞ ¼ kðyÞ and x½kðxÞ� ¼ y½kðyÞ�.
At this point, these definitions may feel somewhat arbitrary; but after having introduced an order on R, we will see that k

describes orders of magnitude, the relation � corresponds to agreement up to infinitely small relative error, while � corre-
sponds to agreement of order of magnitude.

The sets R and C are endowed with formal power series multiplication and componentwise addition, which make them
into fields [5] in which we can isomorphically embed R and C (respectively) as subfields via the map P : R; C! R; C

defined by
PðxÞ½q� ¼
x if q ¼ 0
0 else

�
: ð1:1Þ
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Definition 1.2 (Order in R). Let x; y 2 R be given. Then we say that x > y (or y < x) if x – y and ðx� yÞ½kðx� yÞ� > 0; and we
say x P y (or y 6 x) if x ¼ y or x > y.

It follows that the relation P (or 6) defines a total order on R which makes it into an ordered field. Note that, given a < b
in R, we define the R-interval ½a; b� ¼ fx 2 R : a 6 x 6 bg, with the obvious adjustments in the definitions of the intervals
½a; b½; �a; b�, and �a; b½. Moreover, the embedding P in Eq. (1.1) of R into R is compatible with the order.

The order leads to the definition of an ordinary absolute value on R:
jxj ¼
x if x P 0
�x if x < 0;

�

which induces the same topology on R (called the order topology or valuation topology) as that induced by the ultrametric
absolute value:
jxju ¼ e�kðxÞ;
as was shown in [36]. Moreover, two corresponding absolute values are defined on C in the natural way:
jxþ iyj ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
x2 þ y2

p
; andjxþ iyju ¼ e�kðxþiyÞ ¼maxfjxju; jyjug:
Thus, C is topologically isomorphic to R2 provided with the product topology induced by j � j (or j � ju) in R.
We note in passing here that �j ju is a non-Archimedean valuation on R (resp. C); that is, it satisfies the following properties

(1) jv ju P 0 for all v 2 R (resp. v 2 C) and jv ju ¼ 0 if and only if v ¼ 0;
(2) jvwju ¼ jv jujwju for all v ; w 2 R (resp. v ; w 2 C); and
(3) jv þwju 6maxfjvju; jwjug for all v ; w 2 R (resp. v ; w 2 C): the strong triangle inequality.

Thus, ðR; j � jÞ and ðC; j � jÞ are non-Archimedean valued fields.
Besides the usual order relations on R, some other notations are convenient.

Definition 1.3 (�;�). Let x; y 2 R be non-negative. We say x is infinitely smaller than y (and write x� y) if nx < y for all
n 2 N; we say x is infinitely larger than y (and write x� y) if y� x. If x� 1, we say x is infinitely small; if x� 1, we say x is
infinitely large. Infinitely small numbers are also called infinitesimals or differentials. Infinitely large numbers are also called
infinite. Non-negative numbers that are neither infinitely small nor infinitely large are also called finite.
Definition 1.4 (The Number d). Let d be the element of R given by d½1� ¼ 1 and d½q� ¼ 0 for q – 1.
It is easy to check that dq � 1 if q > 0 and dq � 1 if q < 0. Moreover, for all x 2 R (resp. C), the elements of suppðxÞ can be

arranged in ascending order, say suppðxÞ ¼ fq1; q2; . . .g with qj < qjþ1 for all j; and x can be written as x ¼
P1

j¼1x½qj�d
qj , where

the series converges in the valuation topology [5].
Altogether, it follows that R (resp. C) is a non-Archimedean field extension of R (resp. C). For a detailed study of these

fields, we refer the reader to [5,32,26,6,33,34,40,7,35,41,36,37,28,38,39,30,1,31]. In particular, it is shown that R and C are
complete with respect to the natural (valuation) topology.

It follows therefore that the fields R and C are just special cases of the class of fields discussed in [20]. For a general over-
view of the algebraic properties of formal power series fields in general, we refer the reader to the comprehensive overview
by Ribenboim [19], and for an overview of the related valuation theory to the books by Krull [11], Schikhof [20] and Alling
[3]. A thorough and complete treatment of ordered structures can also be found in [18].

Besides being the smallest ordered non-Archimedean field extension of the real numbers that is both complete in the
order topology and real closed, the Levi-Civita field R is of particular interest because of its practical usefulness. Since the
supports of the elements of R are left-finite, it is possible to represent these numbers on a computer [5]; and having infi-
nitely small numbers in the field allows for many computational applications similar to those obtained with the numerical
system employed by Sergeyev in [21–25]. One such application is the computation of derivatives of real functions represent-
able on a computer [32], where both the accuracy of formula manipulators and the speed of classical numerical methods are
achieved.

In the following sections, we present a brief overview of recent research done on R and C; and we refer the interested
reader to the respective papers for a more detailed study of any of the research topics summarized below.

2. Calculus on R

The following examples show that functions on a finite interval of R behave in a way that is different from (and even
opposite to) what we would expect under similar conditions in R.
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Example 2.1. Let f1 : ½0;1� ! R be given by
f1ðxÞ ¼
d�1 if 0 6 x < d

d�1=kðxÞ if d 6 x� 1
1 if x � 1:

8><
>:
Then f1 is continuous on [0,1]; but for d 6 x� 1; f 1ðxÞ grows without bound.
Example 2.2. Let f2 : ½�1; 1� ! R be given by
f2ðxÞ ¼ x� x½0�:
Then f2 is continuous on ½�1;1�. However, f2 assumes neither a maximum nor a minimum on ½�1;1�. The set f2ð½�1;1�Þ is
bounded above by any positive real number and below by any negative real number; but it has neither a least upper bound
nor a greatest lower bound.
Example 2.3. Let f3 : ½0;1� ! R be given by
f3ðxÞ ¼
1 if x � 1
0 if x� 1

:

�

Then f3 is continuous on [0,1] and differentiable on (0,1), with f 03ðxÞ ¼ 0 for all x 2 ð0;1Þ. We have that f3ð0Þ ¼ 0 and f3ð1Þ ¼ 1;
but f3ðxÞ– 1=2 for all x 2 ½0;1�. Moreover, f3 is not constant on [0,1] even though f 03ðxÞ ¼ 0 for all x 2 ð0;1Þ.
Example 2.4. Let f4 : ½�1;1� ! R be given by
f4ðxÞ ¼ x½0� þ
X1
m¼1

xmd3qm when x ¼ x½0� þ
X1
m¼1

xmdqm :
Then f 04ðxÞ ¼ 0 for all x 2 ð�1;1Þ. But f4 is obviously not constant on ½�1;1�.
Remark 2.5. The extension f of f4 to R, that is f : R! R given by f ðxÞ½q� ¼ x½q=3�, is differentiable on all of R with vanishing
derivative everywhere. Moreover, f is an example of a nontrivial order preserving field automorphism on R [29]; in R (or any
other ordered Archimedean field) the identity map is the only order preserving field automorphism.
Example 2.6. Let f5 : ½�1;1� ! R be given by
f5ðxÞ ¼ �f4ðxÞ þ x4;
where f4 is the function from Example 2.4. Then f 05ðxÞ ¼ 4x3 for all x 2 ð�1;1Þ. Thus, f 05 > 0 on (0,1); but f5 is not increasing on

ð0;1Þ : f5ðd2Þ > f5ðdÞ even though d2
< d. Also f 05 is strictly increasing and f 005 P 0 on ð�1;1Þ; but f5 is not convex on ð�1;1Þ

since f5ðdÞ ¼ �d3 þ d4
< 0 ¼ f5ð0Þ þ f 05ð0Þd.
Example 2.7. Let f6 : ½�1;1� ! R be given by
f6ðxÞ ¼ �ðf4ðxÞÞ2 þ x8;
where f4 is again the function from Example 2.4. Then f6 is infinitely often differentiable on ð�1;1Þ with f ðjÞ6 ð0Þ ¼ 0 for

1 6 j 6 7 and f ð8Þ6 ð0Þ ¼ 8! > 0. But f6 has a relative maximum at 0.
The difficulties embodied in the examples above are not specific to R, but are common to all non-Archimedean ordered

fields; and they result from the fact that R is disconnected in the topology induced by the order. This makes developing Anal-
ysis on the field more difficult than in the real case; for example, the existence of nonconstant functions whose derivatives
vanish everywhere on an interval (as in Example 2.4) makes integration much harder and renders the solutions of the sim-
plest initial value problems (e.g. y0 ¼ 0; yð0Þ ¼ 0) not unique. To circumvent such difficulties, different approaches have been
employed. For example, by imposing stronger conditions on the function than in the real case, we obtain versions of the
intermediate value theorem, the inverse function theorem and the implicit function theorem [38,39]; by carefully defining
a measure on R in [35,30], we succeed in developing an integration theory with similar properties to those of the Lebesgue
integral of Real Analysis; and by using a stronger concept of continuity and differentiability than in the real case, one-dimen-
sional and multi-dimensional optimization results similar to those from Real Analysis have been obtained for R-valued func-
tions [40,41].
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3. Review of power series and R-analytic functions

Power series on the Levi-Civita field R have been studied in details in [26,33,36,37,28]; work prior to that had been
mostly restricted to power series with real coefficients. In [13,14,17,12], they could be studied for infinitely small arguments
only, while in [5], using the newly introduced weak topology (see Definition 3.4 below), also finite arguments were possible.
Moreover, power series over complete valued fields in general have been studied by Schikhof [20], Alling [3] and others in
valuation theory, but always in the valuation topology.

In [33], we study the general case when the coefficients in the power series are Levi-Civita numbers (i.e. elements of R or
C), using the weak convergence. We derive convergence criteria for power series which allow us to define a radius of con-
vergence g such that the power series converges weakly for all points whose distance from the center is smaller than g by a
finite amount and it converges in the order topology for all points whose distance from the center is infinitely smaller than g.

In [36] it is shown that, within their radius of convergence, power series are infinitely often differentiable and the deriv-
atives to any order are obtained by differentiating the power series term by term. Also, power series can be re-expanded
around any point in their domain of convergence and the radius of convergence of the new series is equal to the difference
between the radius of convergence of the original series and the distance between the original and new centers of the series.
We then study a class of functions that are given locally by power series (which we call R-analytic functions) and show that
they are closed under arithmetic operations and compositions and they are infinitely often differentiable with the derivative
functions of all orders being R-analytic themselves.

In [37], we focus on the proof of the intermediate value theorem for the R-analytic functions. Given a function f that is
R-analytic on an interval ½a; b� and a value S between f ðaÞ and f ðbÞ, we use iteration to construct a sequence of numbers in
½a; b� that converges strongly to a point c 2 ½a; b� such that f ðcÞ ¼ S. The proof is quite involved, making use of many of the
results proved in [33,36] as well as some results from Real Analysis.

Finally, in [28], we state and prove necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of relative extrema. Then we use
that as well as the intermediate value theorem and its proof to prove the extreme value theorem, the mean value theorem,
and the inverse function theorem for functions that are R-analytic on an interval ½a; b�, thus showing that such functions
behave as nicely as real analytic functions.

In the following, we summarize some of the key results in [33,36,37,28]. We start with a brief review of the convergence
of sequences in two different topologies.

Definition 3.1. A sequence ðsnÞ in R or C is called regular if the union of the supports of all members of the sequence is a left-
finite subset of Q.
Definition 3.2. We say that a sequence ðsnÞ converges strongly in R or C if it converges in the valuation topology.
It is shown in [4] that the fields R and C are complete with respect to the valuation topology; and a detailed study of

strong convergence can be found in [26,33].
Since power series with real (complex) coefficients do not converge strongly for any nonzero real (complex) argument, it

is advantageous to study a new kind of convergence. We do that by defining a family of semi-norms on R or C, which induces
a topology weaker than the topology induced by the absolute value and called weak topology [5,26,33,27].

Definition 3.3. Given r 2 R, we define a mapping j � jr : R or C ! R as follows: jxjr ¼maxfjx½q�j : q 2 Q and q 6 rg.

The maximum in Definition 3.3 exists in R since, for any r 2 R, only finitely many of the x½q�’s considered do not vanish.

Definition 3.4. A sequence ðsnÞ in R (resp. C) is said to be weakly convergent if there exists s 2 R (resp. C), called the weak
limit of the sequence ðsnÞ, such that for all � > 0 in R, there exists N 2 N such that jsm � sj1=� < � for all m P N.

It is shown [5] that R and C are not Cauchy complete with respect to the weak topology and that strong convergence
implies weak convergence to the same limit. A detailed study of weak convergence is found in [5,26,33,27].

3.1. Power series

In the following, we review strong and weak convergence criteria for power series, Theorems 3.5 and 3.6, the proofs of
which are given in [33]. We also note that Theorem 3.5 is a special case of the result on page 59 of [20].

Theorem 3.5 (Strong Convergence Criterion for Power Series). Let ðanÞ be a sequence in R (resp. C), and let
k0 ¼ lim sup
n!1

�kðanÞ
n

� �
in R [ f�1;1g:
Let x0 2 R (resp. C) be fixed and let x 2 R (resp. C) be given. Then the power series
P1

n¼0anðx� x0Þn converges strongly if
kðx� x0Þ > k0 and is strongly divergent if kðx� x0Þ < k0 or if kðx� x0Þ ¼ k0 and �kðanÞ=n > k0 for infinitely many n.
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Theorem 3.6 (Weak Convergence Criterion for Power Series). Let ðanÞ be a sequence in R (resp. C), and let
k0 ¼ lim supn!1ð�kðanÞ=nÞ 2 Q. Let x0 2 R (resp. C) be fixed, and let x 2 R (resp. C) be such that kðx� x0Þ ¼ k0. For each

n P 0, let bn ¼ andnk0 . Suppose that the sequence ðbnÞ is regular and write
S1

n¼0suppðbnÞ ¼ fq1; q2; . . .g; with qj1
< qj2

if j1 < j2.

For each n, write bn ¼
P1

j¼1bnj
dqj , where bnj

¼ bn½qj�. Let
g ¼ 1

sup lim sup
n!1
jbnj
j1=n : j P 1

� � in R [ f1g; ð3:1Þ
with the conventions 1=0 ¼ 1 and 1=1 ¼ 0. Then
P1

n¼0anðx� x0Þn converges absolutely weakly if jðx� x0Þ½k0�j < g and is weakly
divergent if jðx� x0Þ½k0�j > g.
Remark 3.7. The number g in Eq. (3.1) is referred to as the radius of weak convergence of the power series
P1

n¼0anðx� x0Þn.
As an immediate consequence of Theorem 3.6, we obtain the following result which allows us to extend real and complex

functions representable by power series to the Levi-Civita fields R and C. This result is of particular interest for the applica-
tion [32] mentioned in Section 1 above and discussed in Section 6 below.

Corollary 3.8. (Power Series with Purely Real or Complex Coefficients). Let
P1

n¼0anXn be a power series with purely real (resp.
complex) coefficients and with classical radius of convergence equal to g. Let x 2 R (resp. C), and let AnðxÞ ¼

Pn
j¼0ajxj 2 R (resp. C).

Then, for jxj < g and jxj: � g, the sequence ðAnðxÞÞ converges absolutely weakly. We define the limit to be the continuation of the
power series to R (resp. C).
Definition 3.9 (The Functions Exp, Cos, Sin, Cosh, and Sinh). By Corollary 3.8, the series
X1
n¼0

xn

n!
;
X1
n¼0

ð�1Þn x2n

ð2nÞ! ;
X1
n¼0

ð�1Þn x2nþ1

ð2nþ 1Þ! ;
X1
n¼0

x2n

ð2nÞ! ; and
X1
n¼0

x2nþ1

ð2nþ 1Þ!
converge absolutely weakly in R (resp. C) for any x 2 R (resp. C), at most finite in (ordinary) absolute value (that is, for
kðxÞ 	 0). For any such x, define
expðxÞ ¼
X1
n¼0

xn

n!
;

cosðxÞ ¼
X1
n¼0

ð�1Þn x2n

ð2nÞ! ;

sinðxÞ ¼
X1
n¼0

ð�1Þn x2nþ1

ð2nþ 1Þ! ;

coshðxÞ ¼
X1
n¼0

x2n

ð2nÞ! ;

sinhðxÞ ¼
X1
n¼0

x2nþ1

ð2nþ 1Þ! :
A detailed study of the transcendental functions introduced on R in Definition 3.9 can be found in [26]. In particular, we
show that addition theorems similar to the real ones hold, which is essential for the implementation of these functions on a
computer (see Section 1.5 in [26]).
3.2. R-analytic functions

In this section, we review the algebraic and analytical properties of a class of functions that are given locally by power
series and we refer the reader to [36,37,28] for a more detailed study.

Definition 3.10. Let a < b in R be given and let f : ½a; b� ! R. Then we say that f is expandable or R-analytic on ½a; b� if for all
x 2 ½a; b� there exists a positive d � b� a in R, and there exists a regular sequence ðanðxÞÞ in R such that, under weak
convergence, f ðyÞ ¼

P1
n¼0anðxÞðy� xÞn for all y 2 ðx� d; xþ dÞ \ ½a; b�.

It is shown in [36] that if f is R-analytic on ½a; b� then f is bounded on ½a; b�; also, if g is R-analytic on ½a; b� and a 2 R then
f þ ag and f � g are R-analytic on ½a; b�. Moreover, the composition of R-analytic functions is R-analytic. Furthermore, using
the fact that power series on R are infinitely often differentiable within their domain of convergence and the derivatives to
any order are obtained by differentiating the power series term by term [36], we obtain the following result.
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Theorem 3.11. Let a < b in R be given, and let f : ½a; b� ! R be R-analytic on ½a; b�. Then f is infinitely often differentiable on ½a; b�,
and for any positive integer m, we have that f mð Þ is R-analytic on ½a; b�. Moreover, if f is given locally around x0 2 ½a; b� by
f ðxÞ ¼

P1
n¼0anðx0Þðx� x0Þn, then f ðmÞ is given by
f ðmÞðxÞ ¼
X1
n¼m

nðn� 1Þ . . . ðn�mþ 1Þanðx0Þðx� x0Þn�m:
In particular, we have that amðx0Þ ¼ f ðmÞðx0Þ=m! for all m ¼ 0;1;2; . . ..
In [37], we prove the intermediate value theorem for R-analytic functions on an interval ½a; b�.

Theorem 3.12 (Intermediate Value Theorem). Let a < b in R be given and let f : ½a; b� ! R be R-analytic on ½a; b�. Then f
assumes on ½a; b� every intermediate value between f ðaÞ and f ðbÞ.

Since Theorem 3.12 is a central result in the study of power series and R-analytic functions, we present in the following
the key steps of the proof and refer the reader to [37] for the detailed (lengthy) proof.


 Without loss of generality, we may assume that f is not constant on ½a; b�. Let F : ½0;1� ! R be given by
FðxÞ ¼ f ððb� aÞxþ aÞ � f ðaÞ þ f ðbÞ
2

:

Then F is R-analytic on [0,1]; and f assumes on ½a; b� every intermediate value between f ðaÞ and f ðbÞ if and only if F assumes
on [0,1] every intermediate value between Fð0Þ ¼ ðf ðaÞ � f ðbÞÞ=2 and Fð1Þ ¼ ðf ðbÞ � f ðaÞÞ=2 ¼ �Fð0Þ. So without loss of gen-
erality, we may assume that a ¼ 0; b ¼ 1, and f ¼ F. Also, since scaling the function by a constant factor does not affect the
existence of intermediate values, we may assume that
iðf Þ :¼min suppðf ðxÞÞ : x 2 ½0;1�f g ¼ 0:

 We define fR : ½0;1� \ R! R by fRðXÞ ¼ f ðXÞ½0�. Then fR is a real-valued analytic function on the real interval ½0;1� \ R. Let S
be between f ðaÞ ¼ f ð0Þ and f ðbÞ ¼ f ð1Þ; and let SR ¼ S½0�. Then SR is a real value between fRð0Þ and fRð1Þ. We use the clas-
sical intermediate value theorem to find a real point X0 2 ½0;1� such that fRðX0Þ ¼ SR.

 We use iteration to construct a convergent sequence ðxnÞ such that kðxnÞ > 0 and kðxnþ2 � xnþ1Þ > kðxnþ1 � xnÞ for all n 2 N.

Let x ¼ limn!1xn; then kðxÞ > 0, and we show that
X0 þ x 2 ½0;1� and f ðX0 þ xÞ ¼ S:
A close look at that proof shows that if f is not constant on ½a; b� and S is between f ðaÞ and f ðbÞ then there are only finitely
many points c in ½a; b� such that f ðcÞ ¼ S. This is crucial for the proof of the extreme value theorem for the R-analytic func-
tions in [28].

In [28], we complete the study of R-analytic functions: we state and prove necessary and sufficient conditions for the
existence of relative extrema; then we prove the extreme value theorem, the mean value theorem and the inverse function
theorem for these functions, thus showing that R-analytic functions have all the nice properties of real analytic functions.

Theorem 3.13. Let a < b in R be given; let f : ½a; b� ! R be R-analytic on ½a; b�; let x0 2 ða; bÞ and let m 2 N be the order of the
first nonvanishing derivative of f at x0. Then f has a relative extremum at x0 if and only if m is even. In that case (m is even), the
extremum is a minimum if f ðmÞðx0Þ > 0 and a maximum if f ðmÞðx0Þ < 0.
Theorem 3.14 (Extreme Value Theorem). Let a < b in R be given and let f : ½a; b� ! R be R-analytic on ½a; b�. Then f assumes a
maximum and a minimum on ½a; b�.

Using the intermediate value theorem and the extreme value theorem, then the following results become easy to prove.

Corollary 3.15. Let a < b in R be given and let f : ½a; b� ! R be R-analytic on ½a; b�. Then there exist m;M 2 R such that
f ð½a; b�Þ ¼ ½m;M�.
Corollary 3.16 (Mean Value Theorem). Let a < b in R be given and let f : ½a; b� ! R be R-analytic on ½a; b�. Then there exists
c 2 ða; bÞ such that
f 0ðcÞ ¼ f ðbÞ � f ðaÞ
b� a

:

Corollary 3.17. Let a < b in R be given, and let f : ½a; b� ! R be R-analytic on ½a; b�. Then the following are true.
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(i) If f 0ðxÞ – 0 for all x 2 ða; bÞ then either f 0ðxÞ > 0 for all x 2 ða; bÞ and f is strictly increasing on ½a; b�, or f 0ðxÞ < 0 for all
x 2 ða; bÞ and f is strictly decreasing on ½a; b�.

(ii) If f 0ðxÞ ¼ 0 for all x 2 ða; bÞ, then f is constant on ½a; b�.
Corollary 3.18 (Inverse Function Theorem). Let a < b in R be given, let f : ½a; b� ! R be R-analytic on ½a; b�, and let x0 2 ða; bÞ be
such that f 0ðx0Þ > 0 (resp. f 0ðx0Þ < 0). Then there exists d > 0 in R such that

(i) f 0 > 0 and f is strictly increasing (resp. f 0 < 0 and f is strictly decreasing) on ½x0 � d; x0 þ d�.
(ii) f ð½x0 � d; x0 þ d�Þ ¼ ½m;M� where m ¼ f ðx0 � dÞ and M ¼ f ðx0 þ dÞ (resp. m ¼ f ðx0 þ dÞ and M ¼ f ðx0 � dÞ).

(iii) 9g : ½m;M� ! ½x0 � d; x0 þ d�, strictly increasing (resp. strictly decreasing) on ½m;M�, such that

– g is the inverse of f on ½x0 � d; x0 þ d�;
– g is differentiable on ½m;M�; and for all y 2 ½m;M�,

g0ðyÞ ¼ 1
f 0ðgðyÞÞ :
Remark 3.19. Since power series over R are R-analytic on any interval within their domain of convergence, all the results of
Section 3.2 hold as well for power series on any interval in which the series converges.

4. Measure theory and integration

Using the nice smoothness properties of power series summarized above, we developed a Lebesgue-like measure and
integration theory on R in [35,30] that uses the power series as the family of simple functions instead of the step functions
used in the real case. This was possible in particular because the family Sða; bÞ of power series (that converge weakly) on a
given interval Iða; bÞ � R (where Iða; bÞ denotes any one of the intervals ½a; b�; ða; b�; ½a; bÞ or ða; bÞ) satisfies the following cru-
cial properties.

(1) Sða; bÞ is an algebra that contains the identity function;
(2) for all f 2 Sða; bÞ; f is Lipschitz on Iða; bÞ and there exists an anti-derivative F of f in Sða; bÞ, which is unique up to a

constant;
(3) for all differentiable f 2 Sða; bÞ, if f 0 ¼ 0 on ða; bÞ then f is constant on Iða; bÞ; moreover, if f 0 P 0 on ða; bÞ then f is non-

decreasing on Iða; bÞ.
Definition 4.1. Let A � R be given. Then we say that A is measurable if for every � > 0 in R, there exist a sequence of mutu-
ally disjoint intervals ðInÞ and a sequence of mutually disjoint intervals ðJnÞ such that [1n¼1In � A � [1n¼1Jn;

P1
n¼1lðInÞ andP1

n¼1lðJnÞ converge in R, and
P1

n¼1lðJnÞ �
P1

n¼1lðInÞ 6 �.
Given a measurable set A, then for every k 2 N, we can select a sequence of mutually disjoint intervals ðIk

nÞ and a sequence
of mutually disjoint intervals ðJk

nÞ such that
P1

n¼1lðIk
nÞ and

P1
n¼1lðJk

nÞ converge in R for all k,
[1n¼1Ik
n � [1n¼1Ikþ1

n � A � [1n¼1Jkþ1
n � [1n¼1Jk

n and
X1
n¼1

l Jk
n

� �
�
X1
n¼1

l Ik
n

� �
6 dk
for all k 2 N. Since R is Cauchy-complete in the order topology, it follows that limk!1
P1

n¼1lðIk
nÞ and limk!1

P1
n¼1lðJk

nÞ both
exist and they are equal. We call the common value of the limits the measure of A and we denote it by mðAÞ. Thus,
mðAÞ ¼ lim
k!1

X1
n¼1

lðIk
nÞ ¼ lim

k!1

X1
n¼1

lðJk
nÞ:
We prove in [35] that the measure defined above has similar properties to those of the Lebesgue measure of Real Analysis.
Then we define a measurable function on a measurable set A � R using Definition 4.1 and simple functions (convergent
power series).

Definition 4.2. Let A � R be a measurable subset of R and let f : A! R be bounded on A. Then we say that f is measurable
on A if for all � > 0 in R, there exists a sequence of mutually disjoint intervals ðInÞ such that In � A for all n;

P1
n¼1lðInÞ

converges in R; mðAÞ �
P1

n¼1lðInÞ 6 � and f is simple on In for all n.
In [35], we derive a simple characterization of measurable functions and we show that they form an algebra. Then we

show that a measurable function is differentiable almost everywhere and that a function measurable on two measurable
subsets of R is also measurable on their union and intersection.

We define the integral of a simple function over an interval Iða; bÞ and we use that to define the integral of a measurable
function f over a measurable set A.
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Definition 4.3. Let a < b in R, let f : Iða; bÞ ! R be simple on Iða; bÞ, and let F be a simple anti-derivative of f on Iða; bÞ. Then
the integral of f over Iða; bÞ is the R number
Z

Iða;bÞ
f ¼ lim

x!b
FðxÞ � lim

x!a
FðxÞ:
The limits in Definition 4.3 account for the case when the interval Iða; bÞ does not include one or both of the end points;
and these limits exist since F is Lipschitz on Iða; bÞ.

Now let A � R be measurable, let f : A! R be measurable and let M be a bound for jf j on A. Then for every k 2 N, there

exists a sequence of mutually disjoint intervals ðIk
nÞn2N such that [1n¼1Ik

n � A;
P1

n¼1lðIk
nÞ converges, mðAÞ �

P1
n¼1lðIk

nÞ 6 dk, and f

is simple on Ik
n for all n 2 N. Without loss of generality, we may assume that Ik

n � Ikþ1
n for all n 2 N and for all k 2 N. Since

limn!1lðIk
nÞ ¼ 0, and since

R
Ik
n

f
			 			 6 MlðIk

nÞ (proved in [35] for simple functions), it follows that
lim
n!1

Z
Ik
n

f ¼ 0 for all k 2 N:
Thus,
P1

n¼1

R
Ik
n

f converges in R for all k 2 N [33].
We show that the sequence

P1
n¼1

R
Ik
n

f
� �

k2N
converges in R; and we define the unique limit as the integral of f over A.

Definition 4.4. Let A � R be measurable and let f : A! R be measurable. Then the integral of f over A, denoted by
R

A f , is
given by
Z

A
f ¼ limP1

n¼1
lðIn Þ!mðAÞ

[1
n¼1

In�A

ðIn Þ are mutually disjoint
f is simple on In 8 n

X1
n¼1

Z
In

f :
It turns out that the integral in Definition 4.4 satisfies similar properties to those of the Lebesgue integral on R [35]. In
particular, we prove the linearity property of the integral and that if jf j 6 M on A then

R
A f

		 		 6 MmðAÞ, where mðAÞ is the mea-
sure of A. We also show that the sum of the integrals of a measurable function over two measurable sets is equal to the sum
of its integrals over the union and the intersection of the two sets.

In [30], which is a continuation of the work done in [35] and complements it, we show, among other results, that the uni-
form limit of a sequence of convergent power series on an interval Iða; bÞ is again a power series that converges on Iða; bÞ.
Then we use that to prove the uniform convergence theorem in R.

Theorem 4.5. Let A � R be measurable, let f : A! R, for each k 2 N let fk : A! R be measurable on A, and let the sequence ðfkÞ
converge uniformly to f on A. Then f is measurable on A; limk!1

R
A fk exists, and
lim
k!1

Z
A

fk ¼
Z

A
f :
5. Optimization

In [40], we consider unconstrained one-dimensional optimization on R. We study general optimization questions and
derive first and second order necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of local maxima and minima of a function
on a convex subset of R. We show that for first order optimization, the results are similar to the corresponding real ones.
However, for second and higher order optimization, we show that conventional differentiability is not strong enough to just
extend the real-case results (see Examples 2.6 and 2.7); and a stronger concept of differentiability, the so-called derivate dif-
ferentiability (see Definition 5.4 below), is used to solve that difficulty. We also characterize convex functions on convex sets
of R in terms of first and second order derivatives.

In the following, we review the definitions of derivate continuity and differentiability in one dimension, as well as some
related results and we refer the interested reader to [6,26,31] for a more detailed study. Throughout this section, Iða; bÞ will
denote any one of the intervals �a; b½; �a; b�; ½a; b½ or ½a; b�.

Definition 5.1. Let a < b be given in R and let f : Iða; bÞ ! R. Then we say that f is derivate continuous on Iða; bÞ if there
exists M 2 R, called a Lipschitz constant of f on Iða; bÞ, such that
f ðyÞ � f ðxÞ
y� x

				
				 6 M for all x – y in Iða; bÞ:
Note that the j � j in Definition 5.1 is the ordinary absolute value defined on R in the Introduction. It follows immediately
from Definition 5.1 that if f : Iða; bÞ ! R is derivate continuous on Iða; bÞ then f is uniformly continuous and bounded on
Iða; bÞ.
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Remark 5.2. It is clear that the concept of derivate continuity in Definition 5.1 coincides with that of Lipschitz continuity
when restricted to R. We chose to call it derivate continuity here so that, after having defined derivate differentiability in
Definition 5.4 and higher order derivate differentiability in Definition 5.6, we can think of derivate continuity as derivate
differentiability of ‘‘order zero’’, just as is the case for continuity in R.
Remark 5.3. Definition 5.1 can be generalized in the obvious way to functions on any countable unions of intervals of R.
Definition 5.4. Let a < b be given in R, let f : Iða; bÞ ! R be derivate continuous on Iða; bÞ, and let Id denote the identity func-

tion on Iða; bÞ. Then we say that fis derivate differentiable on Iða; bÞ if for all x 2 Iða; bÞ, the function f�f ðxÞ
Id�x : Iða; bÞ n fxg ! R is

derivate continuous on Iða; bÞ n fxg. In this case the unique continuation of f�f ðxÞ
Id�x to Iða; bÞwill be called the first derivate func-

tion (or simply the derivate function) of f at x and will be denoted by F1;x; moreover, the function value F1;xðxÞ will be called
the derivative of f at x and will be denoted by f 0ðxÞ.

It follows immediately from Definition 5.4 that if f : Iða; bÞ ! R is derivate differentiable then f is differentiable in the con-
ventional sense; moreover, the two derivatives at any given point of Iða; bÞ agree. As for derivate continuity, the definition of
derivate differentiability can be generalized to functions on countable unions of intervals of R.

The following result provides a useful tool for checking the derivate differentiability of functions.

Theorem 5.5. Let a < b be given in R and let f : Iða; bÞ ! R be derivate continuous on Iða; bÞ. Suppose there exists M 2 R and
there exists a function g : Iða; bÞ ! R such that
f ðyÞ � f ðxÞ
y� x

� gðxÞ
				

				 6 M y� xj j for all y – x in Iða; bÞ:
Then f is derivate differentiable on Iða; bÞ, with derivative f 0 ¼ g.
Definition 5.6. (n-times Derivate Differentiability). Let a < b be given in R, and let f : Iða; bÞ ! R. Let n P 2 be given in N.
Then we define n-times derivate differentiability of f on Iða; bÞ inductively as follows: Having defined ðn� 1Þ-times derivate
differentiability, we say that f is n-times derivate differentiable on Iða; bÞ if f is ðn� 1Þ-times derivate differentiable on Iða; bÞ
and for all x 2 Iða; bÞ, the ðn� 1Þ st derivate function Fn�1;x is derivate differentiable on Iða; bÞ. For all x 2 Iða; bÞ, the derivate
function Fn;x of Fn�1;x at x will be called the nth derivate function of f at x, and the number f ðnÞðxÞ ¼ n!F 0n�1;xðxÞwill be called the

nth derivative of f at x and denoted by f ðnÞðxÞ.
One of the most useful consequences of the derivate differentiability concept is that it gives rise to a Taylor formula with

remainder while the conventional (topological) differentiability does not. We only state the result here and refer the reader
to [6,26,31] for its proof. We also note that, as an immediate result of Theorem 5.7, we obtain local expandability in Taylor
series around x0 2 Iða; bÞ of a given function that is infinitely often derivate differentiable on Iða; bÞ [6,26,31].

Theorem 5.7. (Taylor Formula with Remainder). Let a < b be given in R and let f : Iða; bÞ ! R be n-times derivate
differentiable on Iða; bÞ. Let x 2 Iða; bÞ be given, let Fn;x be the nth order derivate function of f at x, and let Mn;x be a Lipschitz
constant of Fn;x. Then for all y 2 Iða; bÞ, we have that
f ðyÞ ¼ f ðxÞ þ
Xn

j¼1

f ðjÞðxÞ
j!
ðy� xÞj þ rnðx; yÞðy� xÞnþ1

;

with kðrnðx; yÞÞP kðMn;xÞ.
Using Theorem 5.7, we are able to generalize in [40] most of one-dimensional optimization results of Real Analysis. For

example, we obtain the following two results which state necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of local (rel-
ative) extrema.

Theorem 5.8 (Necessary Conditions for Existence of Local Extrema). Let a < b be given in R, let m P 2, and let f : Iða; bÞ ! R

be m-times derivate differentiable on Iða; bÞ. Suppose that f has a local extremum at x0 2 ða; bÞ and l 6 m is the order of the first
nonvanishing derivative of f at x0. Then l is even. Moreover, f ðlÞðx0Þ is positive if the extremum is a minimum and negative if the
extremum is a maximum.
Theorem 5.9 (Sufficient Conditions for Existence of Local Extrema). Let a < b be given in R, let k 2 N, and let f : Iða; bÞ ! R be
2k-times derivate differentiable on Iða; bÞ. Let x0 2 ða; bÞ be such f ðjÞðx0Þ ¼ 0 for all j 2 f1; . . . ;2k� 1g and f ð2kÞðx0Þ – 0. Then f has a
local minimum at x0 if f ð2kÞðx0Þ > 0 and a local maximum if f ð2kÞðx0Þ < 0.

In [41,31], we generalize the concepts of derivate continuity and differentiability to higher dimensions; and this yields a
Taylor Formula with a bounded remainder term for Cm functions (in the derivate sense) from an open subset of Rn to R.
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Theorem 5.10 (Taylor Formula for Functions of Several Variables). Let D � Rn be open, let~x0 2 D be given and let f : D! R be
Cq on D. Then there exist M; d > 0 in R such that Bdð~x0Þ � D and, for all ~x 2 Bdð~x0Þ, we have that
f ð~xÞ ¼ f ð~x0Þ þ
Xq

j¼1

1
j!

Xn

l1 ;...;lj¼1

@l1 . . . @lj f ð~x0Þpj
k¼1 xlk � x0;lk


 �� �0
@

1
Aþ Rqþ1ð~x0;~xÞ;
where Rqþ1ð~x0;~xÞ
		 		 6 Mj~x�~x0jqþ1.

Then we use that to derive necessary and sufficient conditions of second order for the existence of a minimum of an R-
valued function on Rn subject to equality and inequality constraints. More specifically, we solve the problem of minimizing a
function f : Rn ! R, subject to the following set of constraints:
h1ð~xÞ ¼ 0

..

.

hmð~xÞ ¼ 0

8>><
>>: and

g1ð~xÞ 6 0

..

.

gpð~xÞ 6 0

8>><
>>: ; ð5:1Þ
where all the functions in Eq. (5.1) are from Rn to R. A point ~x0 2 Rn is said to be a feasible point if it satisfies the constraints
in Eq. (5.1).

Definition 5.11. Let~x0 be a feasible point for the constraints in Eq. (5.1) and let Ið~x0Þ ¼ l 2 f1; . . . ; pg : glð~x0Þ ¼ 0f g. Then we
say that~x0 is regular for the constraints if rhjð~x0Þ : j ¼ 1; . . . ;m;rglð~x0Þ : l 2 Ið~x0Þ

� 
forms a linearly independent subset of

vectors in Rn.
The following theorem provides necessary conditions of second order for a local minimizer~x0 of a function f subject to the

constraints in Eq. (5.1). The result is a generalization of the corresponding real result [15,10] and the proof (see [41]) is sim-
ilar to that of the latter; but one essential difference is the form of the remainder formula. In the real case, the remainder
term is related to the second derivative at some intermediate point, while here that is not the case. However, the concept
of derivate differentiability puts a bound on the remainder term; and this is instrumental in the proof of the theorem.

Theorem 5.12. Suppose that f ; fhjgm
j¼1; fglg

p
l¼1 are C2 on some open set D � Rn containing the point~x0 and that~x0 is a regular

point for the constraints in Eq. (5.1). If ~x0 is a local minimizer for f under the given constraints, then there exist
a1; . . . ;am; b1; . . . ; bp 2 R such that

(i) bl P 0 for all l 2 f1; . . . ; pg,
(ii) blglð~x0Þ ¼ 0 for all l 2 f1; . . . ; pg,

(iii) rf ð~x0Þ þ
Pm

j¼1ajrhjð~x0Þ þ
Pp

l¼1blrglð~x0Þ ¼~0, and

(iv) ~yT r2f ð~x0Þ þ
Pm

j¼1ajr2hjð~x0Þ þ
Pp

l¼1blr2glð~x0Þ
� �

~y P 0 for all ~y 2 Rn satisfying rhjð~x0Þ~y ¼ 0 for all j 2 f1; . . . ;mg;
rglð~x0Þ~y ¼ 0 for all l 2 L ¼ fk 2 Ið~x0Þ : bk > 0g and rglð~x0Þ~y 6 0 for all l 2 Ið~x0Þ n L.

In the following theorem, we present second order sufficient conditions for a feasible point~x0 to be a local minimum of a
function f subject to the constraints in Eq. (5.1). It is a generalization of the real result [10] and reduces to it, when restricted
to functions from Rn to R. In fact, since � in condition (iv) below is allowed to be infinitely small, the condition jrhjð~x0Þ~yj < �
would reduce to rhjð~x0Þ~y ¼ 0, when restricted to R. Similarly, one can readily see that the other conditions are mere gen-
eralizations of the corresponding real ones. However, the proof (see [41]) is different than that of the real result since the
supremum principle does not hold in R.

Theorem 5.13. Suppose that f ; fhjgm
j¼1; fglg

p
l¼1 are C2 on some open set D � Rn containing the point~x0 and that~x0 is a feasible

point for the constraints in Eq. (5.1) such that, for some a1; . . . ;am; b1; . . . ; bp 2 R and for some �; c > 0 in R, we have that

(i) bl P 0 for all l 2 f1; . . . ; pg,
(ii) blglð~x0Þ ¼ 0 for all l 2 f1; . . . ; pg,

(iii) rf ð~x0Þ þ
Pm

j¼1ajrhjð~x0Þ þ
Pp

l¼1blrglð~x0Þ ¼~0, and

(iv) ~yT r2f ð~x0Þ þ
Pm

j¼1ajr2hjð~x0Þ þ
Pp

l¼1blr2glð~x0Þ
� �

~y P c for all ~y 2 Rn satisfying j~yj ¼ 1; rhjð~x0Þ~y
		 		 < � for all

j 2 f1; . . . ;mg; rglð~x0Þ~yj j < � for all l 2 L ¼ fk : bk > 0g and rglð~x0Þ~y < � for all l 2 Ið~x0Þ n L, where
Ið~x0Þ ¼ fk : gkð~x0Þ ¼ 0g.

Then~x0 is a strict local minimum for f under the constraints of Eq. (5.1).
6. Computation of derivatives of real functions

The general question of efficient differentiation is at the core of many parts of the work on perturbation and aberration
theories relevant in Physics and Engineering; for an overview, see for example [8]. In this case, derivatives of highly
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complicated functions have to be computed to high orders. However, even when the derivative of the function is known to
exist at the given point, numerical methods fail to give an accurate value of the derivative; the error increases with the order,
and for orders greater than three, the errors often become too large for the results to be practically useful.

On the other hand, while formula manipulators like Mathematica are successful in finding low-order derivatives of simple
functions, they fail for high-order derivatives of very complicated functions. Moreover, they fail to find the derivatives of
certain functions at given points even though the functions are differentiable at the respective points. This is generally
connected to the occurrence of non-differentiable parts that do not affect the differentiability of the end result as well as
the occurrence of branch points in coding as in IF-ELSE structures.

Using calculus on R and the fact that the field has infinitely small numbers represents a new method for computational
differentiation that avoids the well-known accuracy problems of numerical differentiation tools. It also avoids the often
rather stringent limitations of formula manipulators that restrict the complexity of the function that can be differentiated,
and the orders to which differentiation can be performed.

By a computer function, we denote any real-valued function that can be typed on a computer. The R numbers as well as
the continuations to R of the intrinsic functions (and hence of all computer functions) have all been implemented for use on
a computer, using the code COSY INFINITY [9,16]. Using the calculus on R, we formulate a necessary and sufficient condition
for the derivatives of a computer function to exist, and show how to find these derivatives whenever they exist [32,34]. The
new technique of computing the derivatives of computer functions, which we summarize below, achieves results that
combine the accuracy of formula manipulators with the speed of classical numerical methods, that is the best of both worlds.
The method is much faster than Mathematica and other formula manipulators since no symbolic differentiation is required
before the numerical evaluation of the derivatives. Moreover, the results obtained are accurate up to machine precision-the
error is infinitely small and hence it does not mix with the real derivative; this represents a clear advantage over traditional
numerical differentiation methods in which case finite errors result from digit cancelation in the floating point representa-
tion and for high orders the errors usually become too large for the results to be of any practical use.

Lemma 6.1. Let f be a computer function. Then f is defined at x0 if and only if f ðx0Þ can be computed on a computer.
This lemma hinges on a careful implementation of the intrinsic functions and operations, in particular in the sense that

they should be executable for any floating point number in the domain of definition that produces a result within the range
of allowed floating point numbers.

Lemma 6.2. Let f be a computer function, and let x0 be such that f ðx0 � dÞ; f ðx0Þ, and f ðx0 þ dÞ are all defined. Then f is continuous
at x0 if and only if
f ðx0 � dÞ¼0f ðx0Þ¼0f ðx0 þ dÞ:
If f ðx0Þ and f ðx0 þ dÞ are defined, but f ðx0 � dÞ is not, then f is right-continuous at x0 if and only if f ðx0 þ dÞ¼0f ðx0Þ. Finally, if f ðx0Þ
and f ðx0 � dÞ are defined, but f ðx0 þ dÞ is not, then f is left-continuous at x0 if and only if f ðx0 � dÞ¼0f ðx0Þ.
Theorem 6.3. Let f be a computer function that is continuous at x0, and let f ðx0 � dÞ and f ðx0 þ dÞ be both defined. Then f is dif-
ferentiable at x0 if and only if
f ðx0 þ dÞ � f ðx0Þ
d

and
f ðx0Þ � f ðx0 � dÞ

d

are both at most finite in absolute value, and their real parts agree. In this case,
f ðx0 þ dÞ � f ðx0Þ
d

¼0f 0ðx0Þ¼0
f ðx0Þ � f ðx0 � dÞ

d
:

If f is differentiable at x0, then f is twice differentiable at x0 if and only if
f ðx0 þ 2dÞ � 2f ðx0 þ dÞ þ f ðx0Þ
d2 and

f ðx0Þ � 2f ðx0 � dÞ þ f ðx0 � 2dÞ
d2
are both at most finite in absolute value, and their real parts agree. In this case
f ðx0 þ 2dÞ � 2f ðx0 þ dÞ þ f ðx0Þ
d2 ¼0f ð2Þðx0Þ¼0

f ðx0Þ � 2f ðx0 � dÞ þ f ðx0 � 2dÞ
d2 :
In general, if f is ðn� 1Þ times differentiable at x0, then f is n times differentiable at x0 if and only if
Pn
j¼0ð�1Þn�j n

j

� �
f x0 þ jdð Þ

dn and

Pn
j¼0ð�1Þj

n

j

� �
f x0 � jdð Þ

dn
are both at most finite in absolute value, and their real parts agree. In this case,
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Pn
j¼0ð�1Þn�j n

j

� �
f x0 þ jdð Þ

dn ¼0f ðnÞðx0Þ¼0

Pn
j¼0ð�1Þj

n

j

� �
f x0 � jdð Þ

dn :
Since knowledge of f ðx0 � dÞ and f ðx0 þ dÞ gives us all the information about a computer function f in a real positive radius
r around x0, we have the following result which states that, from the mere knowledge of f ðx0 � dÞ and f ðx0 þ dÞ, we can find
at once the order of differentiability of f at x0 and the accurate values of all existing derivatives.
Theorem 6.4. Let f be a computer function that is defined at x0; and let n 2 N be given. Then f is n times differentiable at x0 if and
only if f ðx0 � dÞ and f ðx0 þ dÞ are both defined and can be written as
f ðx0 � dÞ¼nf ðx0Þ þ
Xn

j¼1

ð�1Þjajd
j and f ðx0 þ dÞ¼nf ðx0Þ þ

Xn

j¼1

ajd
j
;

where the aj’s are real numbers. Moreover, in this case f ðjÞðx0Þ ¼ j! aj for 1 6 j 6 n.
Now consider, as an example, the function
gðxÞ ¼

sin x3 þ 2xþ 1

 �

þ 3þcos sin ln 1þxj jð Þð Þ

exp tanh sinh cosh sin cos tan expðxÞð Þð Þð Þ
cos sin exp tan xþ2ð Þð Þð Þð Þ

� �� �� �� �
2þ sin sinh cos tan�1 ln expðxÞ þ x2 þ 3ð Þð Þ


 �
 �
 � : ð6:1Þ
Table 1
gðnÞð0Þ; 0 6 n 6 10, computed with R calculus.

Order n gðnÞð0Þ CPU Time

0 1:004845319007115 1:820 msec
1 0:4601438089634254 2:070 msec
2 �5:266097568233224 3:180 msec
3 �52:82163351991485 4:830 msec
4 �108:4682847837855 7:700 msec
5 16451:44286410806 11:640 msec
6 541334:9970224757 18:050 msec
7 7948641:189364974 26:590 msec
8 �144969388:2104904 37:860 msec
9 �15395959663:01733 52:470 msec
10 �618406836695:3634 72:330 msec

Table 2
gðnÞð0Þ; 0 6 n 6 6, computed with Mathematica.

Order n gðnÞð0Þ CPU Time

0 1:004845319007116 0:11 sec
1 0:4601438089634254 0:17 sec
2 �5:266097568233221 0:47 sec
3 �52:82163351991483 2:57 sec
4 �108:4682847837854 14:74 sec
5 16451:44286410805 77:50 sec
6 541334:9970224752 693:65 sec

Table 3
gðnÞð0Þ; 1 6 n 6 10, computed numerically.

Order n gðnÞð0Þ Relative Error

1 0:4601437841866840 54� 10�9

2 �5:266346392944456 47� 10�6

3 �52:83767867680922 30� 10�5

4 �87:27214664649106 0.20
5 19478:29555909866 0.18
6 633008:9156614641 0.17
7 �12378052:73279768 2.6
8 �1282816703:632099 7.8
9 83617811421:48561 6.4
10 91619495958355:24 149
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Using the R calculus, we find gðnÞð0Þ for 0 6 n 6 10. These numbers are listed in Table 1; we note that, for 0 6 n 6 10, we
list the CPU time needed to obtain all derivatives of g at 0 up to order n and not just gðnÞð0Þ. For comparison purposes, we give
in Table 2 the function value and the first six derivatives computed with Mathematica. Note that the respective values listed
in Tables 1 and 2 agree. However, Mathematica used much more CPU time to compute the first six derivatives, and it failed to
find the seventh derivative as it ran out of memory. We also list in Table 3 the first ten derivatives of g at 0 computed numer-
ically using the numerical differentiation formulas
gðnÞð0Þ ¼ ðDxÞ�n
Xn

j¼0

ð�1Þn�j n

j

� �
g jDxð Þ

 !
; Dx ¼ 10�16=ðnþ1Þ;
for 1 6 n 6 10, together with the corresponding relative errors obtained by comparing the numerical values with the respec-
tive exact values computed using R calculus.

On the other hand, formula manipulators fail to find the derivatives of certain functions at given points even though the
functions are differentiable at the respective points. For example, the functions
g1ðxÞ ¼ jxj
5=2 � gðxÞ and g2ðxÞ ¼

1�expð�x2Þ
x � gðxÞ if x – 0

0 if x ¼ 0

;

8><
>:
where gðxÞ is the function given in Eq. (6.1), are both differentiable at 0; but the attempt to compute their derivatives using
formula manipulators fails. This is not specific to g1 and g2, and is generally connected to the occurrence of non-differentia-
ble parts that do not affect the differentiability of the end result, of which case g1 is an example, as well as the occurrence of
branch points in coding as in IF-ELSE structures, of which case g2 is an example.

In the following section we give a brief summary of our work on developing a non-Archimedean operator theory on a
Banach space over the complex Levi-Civita field C which is the subject of an ongoing collaboration with José Aguayo
(Universidad de Concepción, Chile) and Miguel Nova (Universidad Católica de la Santísima, Concepción, Chile). For lack of
space, we will omit all the details here and refer the interested reader to [1,2].

7. Non-Archimedean operator theory

Let c0 denote the space of all null sequences of elements in C. The natural inner product on c0 induces the sup-norm of c0.
In [1], we show that c0 is not orthomodular then we characterize those closed subspaces of c0 with an orthonormal comple-
ment with respect to the inner product. Such a subspace, together with its orthonormal complement, defines a special kind
of projection, the normal projection. We present characterizations of normal projections as well as other kinds of operators,
the self-adjoint and compact operators on c0. In [2], we work on some B⁄-algebras of operators, including those mentioned
above; and we define an inner product on such algebras that induces the usual norm of operators. Finally, in a paper cur-
rently in preparation, we study the properties of positive operators on c0, which we then use to introduce a partial order
on the B⁄-algebra of compact and self-adjoint operators on c0 and study the properties of that partial order.
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